**IDU Networking Zone’s Activities at ICAAP 2013**

18/11/2013: Venue prep. And decoration (TBC) – Everyone in CHAMPION-IDU people

19/11/2013: Opening ceremony for “AP Village and Networking Zone (TBC) – Main coordinator -12D

17:00 -20:00: Parade and opening ceremony at Soi Cowboy (Sukhumvit 23)

**Details for Activities in the IDU Networking Zone:**

**Concept in general for decoration in IDU Networking Zone.**

In IDU – Networking Zone will be arrange as a relaxing area which will provide all-day Tea, Coffee, water And snack serving. We will decorate with cozy, comfy and down-to-earth atmosphere. We open this zone as a “Dialogue Space”, which everyone can discuss, exchange ideas, input experiences of works in different regions to each other. We will decorate with big cushions, low coffee table some of sofa and will have counter for anyone who can do the “Self-service” for the favorite drink.

For the panel, will need 3-4 chairs for the speakers, and moderators, microphone, and amplifier will be set-up and decorate with green trees in order to create the friendly atmosphere for everyone. There will be a poster and sign to show our campaign “Support. Don't Punish”

Will have a corner for visitors to take their photos with the campaign banners and able to check-in and upload to FACEBOOK/Twitter/Instragram or other Social networks to get the prizes from us.

**Details of schedules and activities (Nov 20-22, 2013)**

20/11/2013:

10:00 A.M – 11:00 A.M: Promote campaign “Support. Don’t Punish” Activities

Games and prizes: Sticker photo booth for supporting this campaign

High-light

11:30 – 12:30 P.M.: Scaling up health services for people who use drugs in South East Asia
Panelists will be K. Pascal, K. Sam and regional ANPUD (how many persons)
Any gimmicks for this part, any activities to let the participants can join with you.

**Note:** K, Pascal suggested we open our IDU Networking Zone to be Free Dialogue Space, Which I try to make the atmosphere to be cozy, comfortable and a relax zone for Anyone who comes to visit can have a free space to discuss, speak, and exchange the ideas Among the IDU people and others.

13:30 -14:30 P.M: AUNPUD – Community Base treatment
Panelists: ????

14:00 – 15:30 P.M: Pascal’s presentation at the Symposium

High-light:
14:45 – 16:45 P.M: Skill building – Overdose treatment Training

21/11/2013:

10:00 – 11:00 A.M: Promote campaign “Support. Don’t Punish” Activities
Quiz, Games and prizes; Sticker photo booth for supporting this campaign

11:30 – 12:30 P.M: Dialogue space – ANPUD – Module launch on Network Development


14:00 P.M. – 15:00 P.M: Overseas IDU’s Book launching activities “Drug Law Reform in East and Southeast Asia”
Edited by Fifa Rahman and Nick Crofts

About the book:
Drug Law Reform in East and SEA is a unique because it gathers perspectives from all over Asia into one place
Allowing for effective advocacy. Previously, there was no single source of material that can be used by health Professionals and others in East and Southeast Asia on drug policy. Neither was there a book that explains Recent changes towards harm reduction and treatment modalities to the general public in East and SEA.

About the Author
Nick Crofts is a professional fellow in the School of Population Health at the University of Melbourne.
His major interests include the intersection of Law Enforcement and public Health

Fifa Rahman is a policy manager at the Malaysian AIDS Council, and involved in advocacy and policy recommendation for a Wide range of Health policy issues. Her primary interests are drug policy, tobacco control, and mental health laws.

Cloth ISBN 978-0-7391-8037-2; 2013; 370 pages; Regular Price: US$ 100 / after discount US$ 80; special 20% OFF discount offer at ICAAP 2013
15:30 – 16:30 P.M: On the cultural performance main stage in “Networking Zone” Overseas IDU- Led the team by Prof. Nick Crofts Launch the Statement of Support by police for HIV prevention, including harm reduction.
Venue: At the main stage in Networking Zone:
Date: November 21, 2013
Time: 15:00 -16:00 P.M
Participants: 2 speakers
1). Police Lieutenant Colonel Krisanaphong Poothakool, Ph.D., Lecturer, Royal Police Cadet Academy, Royal Thai Police Superintendent
2). Frank Hansen, NSW Police (retired), Chair of the LEAHN International Police Advisory Group
Title: The Law Enforcement and HIV Networks
Chairperson and moderator: Professor Nick Crofts, Director, the Centre for Law Enforcement and Public Health
Main concept:
The Law Enforcement and HIV Network:
Launch of a Statement of Support by Law Enforcement Agents for Harm Reduction and Related Policies for HIV Prevention
This Statement of Support is signed by 5,000 serving and former law enforcement agents in support of policies and practices for effective policing of communities for controlling the epidemic of HIV among key populations and the broader community, ameliorating harmful impacts of the inappropriate application of criminal and administrative laws, Stigmatization and discrimination to which key populations are exposed.
Possibility: There might be a signing of an MOU between LEAHN and AHRN at the launch (TBC)
Panelists: Pascal, Prof. Nick Croft, Police Lieutenant Colonel Krisanaphong Poothakool, Frank Hansen
Coordinator: Kade (PSI), Note (RTF), Khem thida (RTF)
15:30 – 17:00 P.M Skill building- Overdose treatment training (Inside the Networking Zone)
Responsible persons: R and Khun Jirasak
Exhibition Booths:
- All organizations under CHAMPION- IDU will have connected booths to each other, PSI will have 3 booths continuously (informed by P’Promboon) 2 booths for IDU Arts Exhibition and one for the Academic Exhibition.
- For each organization will disseminate your own projects under CHAMPION- IDU projects
- For RTF, TRC and TDN will focus on Working with community and FIDU
- PSI will focus on Naloxone and overdose treatment and some other projects under CHAMPION- IDU works.
Publications to promote activities of CHAMPION –IDU project will be:

- Brochure in tabloid format to collect all activities from every organizations and contents with details of activities in Exhibition booths and Market Place as well as activities and high-light in Networking Zone. (1000 copies); there will be 4 parts of details as follows:
  - Activities and high-light at Presentation Areas; E-Posters from every organization under the CHAMPION_IDU
  - Activities and high-light in IDU – Networking Zone
  - Activities and high-light in the Exhibition Booths and Market Place of every organization under CHAMPION-IDU Project
  - Some of interesting programs and High-light at the plenary sessions.
- Postcards and Book Marks with the key messages of Naloxone and overdose (Artworks supported by OSI (Open Society Foundation) (500 copies each designs)
- Roll-up for organizing the Exhibition booths (6-8 roll-ups, depend on space for organizing exhibitions)
- Copies of documents to promote the Launch for statement of Law Enforcement team
- Sign to promote the Book launching event and copies of 1-page details of Drug Law reform for East and SEA

Gimmicks: For PR

- Mascot – Ninja
- Naloxone

This part we will hire the outsider to wear the suit of Ninja and acts like a Ninja and she will introduce about Naloxone and distribute the postcards (with key messages and basic knowledge of Naloxone and overdose treatment by Naloxone to everyone)
• Badge with the logo of campaign “Support. Don’t Punish”

• T-Shirt with the logo of campaign “Support. Don’t punish”